Introduction
Recently, experimental evidence of two-qubit entanglement has been observed in capacitively coupled Cooper pair boxes [1] . A single-electron transistor (SET) is one of the probable candidates for detecting weak qubit signals, because its current is particularly sensitive to the charge degrees of freedom through gate potential variations on its islands [2, 3] . Here we solve the master equations of two charged qubits measured by a SET (Fig. 1) and show that the SET is useful for reading out various qubit states including entanglement.
Formulation
The Hamiltonian is given as H = H qb + Hset + Hint. H qb = α=L,R (Ωασαx+∆ασαz)+JσLzσRz is the two qubit part where Ωα and ∆α are the inter-Quantum Dot(QD) tunnel coupling and energy difference (gate bias) in the qubit, and J is a coupling constant between the two qubits, all of which originate from capacitive coupling in the QD system [4] . | ↑ and | ↓ refer to the two single-qubit states in which the excess charge is localized in the upper and lower dot, respectively. Hset is a SET part : Here ci α s and dαs are the electron annihilation operators in iαth level (iα = 1, .., n) in the electrodes, and that of each SET island, respectively. nαs ≡ d † αs dαs (we assume only one energy level on each island). Vα,s and VMs are the tunneling strength of electrons between the electrodes and islands and that between the two islands. Uα is the on-site Coulomb energy in the island. Hint is the interaction between the qubits and the SET:
,where the energy level of an SET island is raised by E
ing on the location of charge in the qubit [5] . The electronic states of the qubits also influence the tunneling rates Γ α (E) = 2πρα(E)|Vα(E)| 2 (ρα are densities of states of the electrodes). The tunneling rates would then satisfy the following relation-
After a lengthy calculation, we obtain 352 time dependent equations for density matrix elements at T = 0 using the method developed by Gurvitz [6, 7] . The readout current is
We consider two transport processes separately: an infinite U model(U → ∞) and a finite U model that afford the double occupancy (Fig.2) . We assume that, initially, there is no excess electron in the SET islands and the current begins to flow at t = 0. The presence of the qubits and their charge oscillations modify the SET current.
Strength of measurement
We can roughly discuss the strength of measurement by the steady state SET current at t → ∞:
, Ωα, the coupling between the two islands is strong and the current mainly reflects the bonding-antibonding state in the detector. We thus focus on the regime of VM < Ωα, Γ to see the qubit oscillations. Since
effects between |A and |D and that between |B and |C come from the differences in the tunneling rates in Eint < VM defined as weak measurement regime, (ii) the difference of |A and |D from |B and |C becomes obvious in the Eint > VM region where the four product states can be distinguished and defined as strong measurement regime.
Numerical results
First, the four product states |A ∼ |D can be distinguished by the SET current (Fig.3 ). At t < Ω −1 α qubit state |A suppresses the current the most while state |D the least. We can also distinguish the current of pure entangled states and that of pure product states by changing V α g = ∆α in J/Γ 1. Figure 4(a) shows the current of the qubit |B state in the weak measurement regime of the infinite U model (|A , |C , and |D states show similar results). In contrast, the readout current for a two-qubit entangled state (singlet state (|C −|B )/ √ 2 in Fig. 4(b) ) is more uniform compared with the product states. This is because entangled states generally have less distinct charge distributions (two qubit decoherence-free subspace [8] ). Here there is no significant difference between the infinite U model and the finite U model in the weak measurement regime.
In the strong measurement regime (Eint > VM ), there are differences between the infinite U model and finite U model. Although we can distinguish the four products more easily 
C=1
through the SET current in both models, currents for the entangled states in the infinite U model show several similar peaks and cannot be easily distinguished from the product states. On the other hand, the finite U model shows distinct uniform structure [ Fig. 5 (e) and (f)] compared with the current of the product states [ Fig. 5(a)-(d) ]. This shows that, in the finite U model, redistribution of the electrons through the two islands of the detector is energetically favorable under the rather uniform electric field generated by the entangled qubits. Figure 6 (a) shows that the concurrence C of the two qubits disappears quickly in the cases of strong measurement. Figure 6 (b) shows Zeno effect in which a continuous measurement slows down transitions between qubit states due to the collapse of the wavefunctions (ρ DD : density matrix element). According to Figs. 3-5, our scheme requires measuring a 0.1 pA current that changes in the nanosecond time scale (assuming a Γ in the order of 100 MHz) which is at the edge of the current measurement technology [9, 10] .
Conclusion
We have solved master equations and described various timedependent measurement processes of two charge qubits. The current through the two-island SET is also shown to be an effective means to measure results of quantum computations.
